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Line Up 

Maxime Berton - tenor/soprano saxophone 
Matthias Legner - vibraphone/marimba 
David Tixier - piano /rhodes 
Jeremy Bruyère - double /electric bass 
Lada Obradovic - composition /drums  
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INTRODUCTION 
“I began to collect the pieces of the project long ago. By obtaining traces of 

separate motifs which after some time appeared as a frame of the same idea that was 

repeating itself again and again. I realized that they gave a clear direction to my way of 

looking at the socio-problematic aspect of our society. After gathering, remembering and 

finally writing down all of the small particles that screamed out the same messages, I 

understood that the project had matured and could begin making its roots…” 
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   ABOUT THE PROJECT 

This project explores the eclectic boundaries of truth, lies, pain, happiness, inspiration, 

weakness, and a multitude of other human emotions encapsulated in one word: music. Human 

sentiments take on different forms and are not only expressed through different mediums but 

also they are transcribed through different interpretations. Although one can find the 

complexities of human cognition and varying instinctive states of minds in each individual, the 

authenticity of emotions can only be captured and expressed through a single value: honesty.  

„SCREAM“ 
 The concept of the first composition focuses on the diverse notion of human 

appearance and the senses that challenge our beliefs of perfection, imperfection, and 

the visuals that make us feel most alive. This composition includes a short animated-

film that examines the effects of discrimination on the basis of national identity, 

gender, race, economic status, destruction, prejudice, loneliness, negligence, fear, and 

war. The desire to produce “Scream” started as a constant question and mental 

fixation that slowly became an instinctive will to create. Personal curiosity and a thirst 

for knowledge brought me to a physical need to answer these lingering questions in 

order to relieve the inner turmoil that came with not having the answers. Every day I 

woke with a yearning that knew ‘something more’ existed beyond the limited reality of 

one’s surrounding of physical manifestations and manmade objects. In order to 

alleviate this overwhelming feeling of despair, I created an outlet to build something 

greater than myself. When facing our inner demons, one must learn to face them head 

on because the notion of being out of sight and out of mind is only a temporary 

solution that never brings closure.         
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Those that pretend these do not exist befall a meaningless existence that I wanted to 

avoid. Instead, I transformed my thoughts into words and created scenes that 

conveyed the harsh realities of discrimination. Those who do not want to face these 

realities will believe this is counterintuitive because it is - no one wants to hurt. But by 

actively seeing these realities one is forced to see, feel, and suffer. And it is only 

through enduring this shared adversity this can we begin to heal and grow together.  

The entirety of the piece is demonstrated through ostinato patterns that are repeated 

by a multitude of voices positioned throughout the composition. The arrangement is 

led by a melody guided by percussions. This mellow temperament does not convey 

serenity or tranquility; instead, it denotes resignation, loss of faith, and a realization 

that worse conditions are imminently close – a calm before the storm that is 

accentuated by the screaming lines projected by a saxophone solo. The following 

piano solo indicates a feeling of nostalgia and illumination that surfaces from 

suppressed frustration and concludes on a note of mystery to express the relentless 

question of “why”. The composition is a reflection of subdued emotions that 

accumulated over years of witnessing and experiencing destruction, fear, and 

discrimination broken into eight paralleling realities – the screams of torture, doubt, 

loss, and depression.  

“LYING STONE” 
 The first sequel to “Scream” is titled “Lying Stone”. This piece aims to relate to 

the familiar and recurrent feeling of being trapped in a directionless relationship; the 

kind of directionless relationship that is blinded and manipulated by a cold passion 

that leaves us as disappointingly alone as when it found us. The beautiful lie that 

consumes us turns out to only be a deception cloaked in precious yet superficial 

words.             
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The piece mocks one’s inability to discern truth from an artificial love through 

distinctive sounds of sarcastic melodies. The choice to use sarcastic tunes symbolizes 

the frequent charm and contrived charisma that entraps those stuck in a false love—a 

slight jab at those trapped in a directionless relationship and a contrast to sticks and 

stones vis-à-vis words. “Lying Stone” is dedicated to all the “S’s” who made me a 

stronger person by overcoming their deceptions. Thank you.  

             

                     

“KIDS OF GLUE” 
 The sister song to “Lying Stone” is called “Kids of Glue.” The song signifies 

children who live in hunger and poverty; the kids who belong to no parent beyond the 

streets. The introduction of the piece expresses the frank insecurities and deep anxiety 

experienced by street kids and every rough waking morning. This turbulent mood 

repeated during each of the musical solos and lines are a reminder of a permanent 

and constant daily struggle. Children of the streets are never provided with a moment 

to forget or liberate themselves from their troubles – even if they chose to lie in bed all 

day to escape, they would still experience hurt through starvation and exhaustion. The 

end of each day for street kids finishes the same way they begin: without hope for a 

better tomorrow. The crowded streets of Bucharest and the unending cycle of clutter 

inspired the development of “Kids of Glue”. As I jogged around this soiled and filthy 

area, I was overcome with tears of anger that subsided with a deep-seated feeling of 

helplessness –a realization that having neither rage nor broken-heartedness would 

help the children of the streets. I am haunted by memories of their deep brown gazes, 

the glue in their small hands, and the narrowly grime alleys of Bucharest. “Kids of 

Glue” was produced in remembrance of those children of the streets.     
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“YOUNG GIRLS DREAM” 
 The most “damaged” piece of the collection is “Young Girl’s Dream”, inundated 

with mental turbulences, unexpected changes, and dissociated parts. This 

composition personifies the young girls who face self-destructive illnesses that 

diminish their self-esteem; the ones who lose sight of the meaning of life and an 

unredeemable loss. The melody conveys a daily battle with their inner voice and 

domineering alter egos that pull them further away from the purity of their past 

confidence and self-love. The two folded ending is a metaphor for the two crippling 

mental issues that inflict themselves on young girls – the torment of bulimia and the 

agony of anorexia. “Young Girls Dream” is a musical prayer for all the young girls who 

stand in front of their mirrors – the ones that are emptying their hearts through their 

tears of sorrow, grief, and disorientation. This prayer speaks of a hope that they will 

find their inner selves and the strength to love themselves again the same way that I 

found the fighter in me. Music is the strongest weapon against messages of self-hate; 

there is an undefined and open-ended conclusion that continues to play for those who 

have not yet won the fight. 

“GUILTY AS CHARGED?” 
 This next piece was conceived through a recent experience where I was subject 

to a prejudice that left me feeling confined and imprisoned. I was awoken by an 

aggressive thought pounding itself throughout my mind as I jolted into a state of 

weakness; in my wake, I surrendered and mouthed the words, “I am not guilty.” I 

spiraled into a whirlwind of destructive thoughts, volatile and contrasting judgments, 

and a discomfiture that my inner thoughts could cause me to question of who I really 

am.                        
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This whirlwind consisted of repetitive phrases that oscillated between moments of 

conviction, sudden feelings of surrender, as well as subsequent declarations that one 

can rise again and die trying. This shy tune, “Guilty As Charged?” exhibits repetitious 

melodies that transition to ostinatos that are accompanied by the accusing lines of the 

piano followed by the defensive responses conveyed by the vibraphone. This is the 

sixth by-product that derived from “Scream” as another human fallacy expressed 

through our emotions. 

                

“L . E . A” 
 Although “L. E. A” is one of my more recent compositions, fragments of its 

melodies date back to the days of my childhood youth. The fragments that surfaced 

are those that came as a remedy for a broken heart. When one loses an important 

person in our lives, we lose a part of ourselves. The contrast of trust, love and 

friendship that comes with those significant relationships often end with a bitter 

feeling of betrayal and disillusionment. 
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“FLYING HOME” 
 Transience and the exhaustion from moving between different countries 

frequently causes one to feel lost in translation. At times, this had caused me to 

question where my 'home' truly was - does ‘home’ actually exist or was I simply a 

person that shifted from place to place simultaneously belonging everywhere and 

nowhere? This perpetual question of belonging followed me like a shadow until I 

caught up to my own answer. “Flying Home” is dedicated to all those homeless people 

I came across during my travels for they helped me realize that the answer was always 

self-evident: even though I followed my heart from one location to another, I always 

and eventually ended up flying home.

“AWKWARD WORLD” 
 The newest addition to my project is called “Awkward World” and it denotes 

the concept of bureaucracy. Corrupt and thwarted systems of bureaucracy can be 

found in every single corner of our world.   The thought of organized discrimination 

that causes inequity causes me despair – a despair that could only be redirected and 

channeled through music. The percussive lines exemplify ambiguous answers 

structured by artificial knowledge, contrived social norms, and manufactured rules of 

how one ought to live. We are bounded by social constructs that falsely judge the color 

of our skin, being born in the wrong country, speaking an undesirable language; and 

these critiques cause us to label each other as inappropriate or inferior to one another. 

Having encountered such amoral acts of administrative bureaucracy, I started to see 

the fabricated chaos that we are forced to live in. When the bureaucracy that governs 

us causes people to develop unwarranted pride, aggressive prejudices, and contempt 

towards all that is different, foreign, and unknown then we must ask ourselves – how 

do we survive in this awkward world?              10  



         

“MILLION DOLLAR SMILE” 
 This composition is designed through the imagery of heartbreak. The piece is 

constructed with an interrupted style of writing phrases—one that conveys the 

struggle that stems from each step one takes in searching for a better life. While I sat in 

a city of poverty and detected empty, unimaginative gazes I found myself hoping to 

overlook their faces. These images will constantly linger in my mind, as the memories 

remain strongly interposed with every anxious thought. It seems impossible to isolate 

reality between a grateful smile that accepts fresh bread with the trembling, dirty 

receiving hands that holds such poverty. Not too long ago those trembling hands were 

mine, yours, and those of the ignored; this piece was originally titled, “Immigrant 

Song” until it literally faded into the unassailable: “Million Dollar Smile”.  
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   Biography 

MAXIME BERTON 
Born in 1988, he starts playing the saxophone at 

the age of 9. First he studies at the CIAM in 

Bordeaux and then in Agen where he gets his 

DEM (Musical Diploma) Jazz in 2006. Afterwards 

he goes to Paris to study in the Didier 

Lockwood's school (CMDL) for 2 years, There he 

meets major jazz figures like Bob Mintzer, Jerry 

Bergonzi, Benoit Sourisse or Emile Parisien. He 

gets his diploma in 2009 with “summa cum 

laude”. He wins soloist prices in Getxo in 2015 

and in Paris in 2016. He played in the Django 

d’Or with Rhoda Scott and Didier Lockwood, 

w i t h N i g e l K e n n e d y i n t h e M u n i c h ' s 

Philharmonic, participated in « Rencontres » of Jean-Marc Brisson besides Stéphane 

Guillaume and shared the stage with Denis Leloup, Claude Egea and Baptiste Herbin in 

the Latitude Big Band or also with Benjamin Henocq at the Duc des Lombards in Paris. 

He also plays with Bernard Lubat, in the last project of Franck Totiller and frequently 

with Laurent Coulondre. He appears on Lou Tavano's « For You » in 2016, on Jeremy 

Bruyere's « Pictures » , on RP quartet's « Goat Rythm » and « Chicken Do It» in 2014 and 

2016, on Grzegorz Wlodarczyk's « Confessions »  in 2015, on Viktorija Gecyte and Julien 

Coriatt Orchestra's « Blue lake », on Roberto Negro Trio's « Downtown Sorry » in 2010, 

and also on « Better Days » Tom Frager's "Disque d’Or" in 2009 and many more.   
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MATTHIAS LEGNER 
	

Matthias Legner studied Jazz and Classical 

P e r c u s s i o n a t “ T i r o l e r 

Landeskonservatorium Innsbruck” and at 

“Mozarteum Salzburg”. During the studies 

he specialized in mallet instrumens like 

jazz vibraphone. After the studies he 

continues his education at “Anton 

Bruckner Privatuniversität” in Linz and 

finally at the “Hochschule für Musik 

Nürnberg” he received the diploma of 

master of arts. He won numberous 

national and international prices with his 

project HI5 (Joe Zawinul Award 2012/AT, 

Best Band Jimmy Woode European Jazz 

Award 2013/IT, Grand Prix Bucharest 

International Jazz Competition 2013/RO, European Young Artists' Jazz Award 3rd Prize 

2015/GER, LAG Jazzpreis 2. Preis 2016/GER), as well as a solo performer “1. Tiroler 

Jazznachwuchspreis der Hypo Tirol Bank” (2013) and  “Jazznachwuchspreis des 

Marianne Mendt Jazzfestivals (2012)”. He is also a multiple winner of Jugend-Musiziert-

Wettbewerbs Prima la Musica. At the moment he is a member of Lada Obradovic 

Project, HI5, Tirol Jazzorchestra, suber for Tirol Symphonie Orchesters and Tirol 

Landestheaters, as well as the member of “Jungen Philharmonie Vienna.” 
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DAVID TIXIER 

David Tixier is a french piano player born in 1989. 

and at the moment established in Switzerland. 

He started playing piano at age of 12, and shortly 

after he continued his education in music school 

in Bordeaux. After passing the entrance exam at 

Paris Conservatory (CRR), in class of Benjamin 

Moussay, he gained his Diploma of Music Studies 

(DEM). Later on, last year of bachelor program he 

continued and finished in Lausanne, Switzerland. 

After the graduation he continued Jazz studies of 

Master Performance programe, at the same 

school, in class of Emil Spanyi. He received his 

master diploma in June 2014. In 2012, he was one of 

the finalists of the Boris Vian Piano Competition, in Paris. In 2013, with the trio LESS 

THAN FOUR, he won the 1st price of the jury and 1st public price at the Jazz In Oloron 

Competition, in France.  The same year, he was finalist with the trio Less Then four at the 

Europafest Jazz Competition in Bucharest. Year 2015, David had an oportunity to 

perform as a semi-finalist of the great piano solo competition “Montreux Piano Solo 

Competition”, with Yaron Herman as head of the Jury and within the competition he 

became a semi-finalist of the UBS Public Prize organised by Montreux Jazz Festival. 

Year 2015, he won the 2nd prize of the Monaco Jazz Soloists competition 2015. So far, 

David had an opportunity to record with different jazz setups and perform in Europe 

(France, Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Spain, Romania), in Turkey and in Japan. 
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JEREMY BRUYÈRE 	
Jeremy Bruyere is an acclaimed 

c l a s s i c a l a n d j a z z b a s s i s t , 

bandleader, performer, music 

educator, and composer. Native of 

Lyon, France, and born September 

1985, Jeremy Bruyere has evolved 

as a musician first as a student in 

the finest music programs and 

currently on the bandstand in 

renown jazz ensembles and classical orchestras. Despite the fact that he started playing 

double bass only when he was eighteen, his skills grew up quickly and successfully become a 

highly thought after musician, primarily called for his versatility and steadiness.He has had 

many mentors and teachers who have taught him along the way. His main mentor, Bernard 

CAZAURAN was principal bassist of the Orchestre de Paris and guided Jeremy during his 

Bachelor and Masters classical program at Conservatoire National Superieur de Musique de 

Lyon, which he successfully passed with the Summa Cum Laude in 2011. Though these were 

strictly classical lessons this gave him the tools and discipline he would need in the future. In 

2011, he had attended two consecutive years to the Siena Jazz Workshops where he received 

lessons from great musicians, including but not limited to Scott Colley, Avishai Cohen (tp), 

Jeremy Pelt, Eric Harland, Drew Gress, Reuben Rodgers and Anders Jormin. At that point he 

had graduated from CNSMD of Lyon and decided to move to New York City. Luckily, he 

managed to win many scholarships, such as the  Fulbright, Eubie Blake, Adami, Bleustein 

Blanchet, ADAMI in order to study at the New School for Jazz and Contemporary Music. There 

he had lessons with Ari Hoenig, Matt Penman, Johanes Weindemuller, Andy Milne, Dave Glasser, 

David Schnitter, Hal Galper, Kirk Nurrock, Joann Braken, just to name a few. 
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LADA OBRADOVIĆ	

Lada Obradovic is Croatian Jazz Drummer, 

Composer and Arranger. After finishing four 

years in the Bachelor of Drums Performance 

Program at Academy of Graz, Austria, she 

moved to Bern to earn a Masters Degree in 

Performance Jazz Drums at the University of 

Bern in Switzerland. It was love at first sight 

when Lada was introduced to the drums; this 

love led her to diligently prepare for the 

entrance exam as a Jazz scholar under the 

teaching and mentoring of renowned drum 

educators: Njikoš and Robert Jambrušić at the 

“Pop – Rock Academy” in Zagreb, Croatia. In a 

few short years, she completed the programs that preceded passing the entrance 

exam at the Jazz University in Graz, Austria (Kunstuniversität Graz) where she 

dedicated four years to completing the Bachelor of Jazz Drums Performance Program 

under the instruction of Howard Curtis in 2010.  As a participant of multiple Summer 

Jazz Schools and workshops in Grožnjan (Croatia) and Kranj (Slovenia), Lada worked 

alongside Primož Grašič, Mario Mavrin, Howard Curtis, Emil Spanyi, Cristophe Bras, 

Ewald Oberleitner, Ante Gelo, Sigi Feigl, Carlos Werneck, and Louis Bonilla; this was 

also where she went on to meet someone who became a significant mentor and 

influence to her musical career: the great Croatian vibraphone player, Boško Petrović. 

With notable support through Boško’s leadership, she was actively performing 

throughout Croatia and eventually recorded a CD with other scholars under Boško’s 

mentorship. This CD was titled “Sky Over Grožnjan,” (2009) and was subsequently 

published by the local label “Croatia Records.” In 2009, Lada went on to compete in 



one of the International Summer Drum Workshops where she was able to work with 

Horazio “El Negro” Hernandez, Bill Bruford, Pete Lockett, and Mike Haid. Working with 

this renowned panel of judges led her to become a semi-finalist for the “Drummers 

Collective” scholarship in New York.          

In 2011, Lada became a member of the Jazz Quartet “Chocolate Disaster.” It was 

through this collaboration, where she performed, recorded, and toured for two years 

throughout Croatia, Slovenia, Germany, and Austria. Furthermore, she was an initiator, 

organizer, and performer of two successful charity concerts in Croatia with the same 

band. The collaboration went on to perform and tour multiple Jazz Festivals in the 

region where the group was recognized as “Musicians of the Month” in Graz, (February 

2013; Graz, Austria). After recording first their album in 2012, they were accepted as 

semi-finalists to the Bucharest Jazz Competition in Romania the following year; after 

collaboration with the famous Swedish singer, Anna Sise, in Germany, she quit the 

band in early 2014. 

In 2014, Lada started a new project under her personal leadership, self-titled, the 

“Lada Obradovic Project.” After graduation in Graz, she moved to Switzerland for a 

short period and then subsequently moved to France where she continued her project 

with new musicians. In early 2015, she received new offers to participate and perform 

theatrical pieces in Lausanne, Rennens and in Bern, Switzerland. This same year, Lada 

passed the entrance exam at University of Bern (Hochschule der Künste Bern) where 

she continued her Masters in Performance Jazz Drum studies under the instruction of 

Dejan Terzić and Django Bates where she currently resides in Bern, Switzerland. 

Subsequently in 2016, Lada had an opportunity to participate in a few Master Classes 

alongside talented musicians such as Allison Miller and Malcolm Braff. She also 

became a finalist of an international female drums competition in California where 

she competed with her original project composition. That same year, Lada became a 

member of David Tixier Trio with which she performs with around Europe.      
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 In July 2016, they were accepted as finalists in the “Vannes Jazz Competition” at the 

“Jazz en Ville Festival” in Vannes, France; in August of 2016, the Trio went on to 

become finalists in the "Jazz Avenir" competition in the "Jazz En Baie" festival that 

took place in Mont St. Michel, France.  

During the International Matmut Jazz Orchestra Price semi-finalist selection round, 

the David Tixier Trio was selected as top fifteen amongst 403 other international 

bands. The group ended the year as finalists in the international online competition "7 

Virtual Jazz Clubs" as well as semi-finalists in the popular Belgian "Be-Jazz 

Competition."            

During the "Vannes Jazz Festival” in July of 2016, Lada performed for the first time 

with her newly formed duo: “Obradovic - Tixier Duo”. Within a year and a half, the duo 

performed in more than 15 countries; and in October of 2017, they recorded their first 

EP of 5 tracks in Fondation l’Abri, Geneva, Switzerland. In 2016, she signed an 

endorsement contract with the British handmade drums company, "Bay Custom 

Drums” as well as a contract with the American company “TRX Cymbals.” Through 

Lada’s personal request TRX Cymbals created and produced handmade, Turkish 

cymbals as a prototype for their first jazz series (CLS series). 

Through performance in three of her main projects “Lada Obradovic Project,” 

“Obradovic-Tixier Duo” and “David Tixier Trio,” Lada excelled in the finals of many 

international jazz competitions. In October 2017, her duo project "Obradovic-Tixier 

Duo" released a CD recorded under the production of the music label "Fondation 

L'Abri,” based in Geneva, Switzerland. Furthermore, in November 2017, she recorded 

an album called “Universal Citizen” with David Tixier Trio as well as the talented 

American musicians, Mike Moreno (guitar) and Sachal Vasandani (voice) in The Bunker 

Studio in New York City.         
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Notably in December 2017, under Swiss Radio and Television Production company 

sponsorship, Lada recorded her first self-titled album: the "Lada Obradovic Project;” 

both projects were signed with the German Record Label "Neuklang” with production 

editing, mixing, and mastering done by lead drummer, Ziv Ravitz. Later on throughout 

2017, her project the "Lada Obradovic Project" was chosen as a top five finalist for the 

"Made in New York" Jazz Competition as well as finishing as top six in the Swiss Jazz 

Competition, "ZKB Jazzpreis.” In October, the duo performed as headliners in the large 

festival on the Greek Island Syros through the sponsorship of the Onassis Cultural 

Centre in Athens.      

This same year, Lada recorded her first album with the David Tixier Trio in Bunker 

Studio, NYC, USA, alongside talented American singer and guitar players as guests, 

Sachal Vasandani and Mike Moreno.  

One month later, she found herself recording the first album for her quintet the “Lada 

Obradovic Project” in the Swiss Hard Studios based in Winterthur; the Swiss 

Foundation, “Die Mobiliar”, sponsored this production.         

In 2018, the "Obradovic-Tixier Duo" won the second place on the American 

international female drummers' competition Hit Like A Girl, based in California, and 

got the first prize as the weekly winner. The duo won the  Jazz A Vienne  (France) 

competition,  the first place of  "Jazz Au Phare" competition, in France, first place of 

"Colmar Jazz Festival" (France) and was one of the four winners of Jazz Up 

Competition (France).  In June 2019 "Obradovic-Tixier Duo" won the first price of 42nd 

edition of "La Défense Jazz Festival", where Lada got unanimously the first price in the 

category "the best soloist" of the competition.  

In 2018 Lada started a  charity project realized with  the collaboration of the  Swiss 

foundation "Terrévent". The Croatian shoes company "Borovo" produced a limited  
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edition of Lada’s personal designed Startas shoes that will be sold in order to provide 

some financial support for an institution for disabled people in Colmar, France, 

"Institut Saint Joseph, Association Adèle de Glaubitz", and for the purpose of the 

reconstruction of the only jazz club in Philippines, "Tago Jazz Cafe". With the generous 

help of the foundation Terrévent, the project "StartAs You Are" was born in November 

2018.    

 In 2019 Lada started to work on a Netflix project with Oscar awarded movie director 

Damien Chazelle (La La Land, Whiplash) and Grammy awarded composer Glen Ballard 

(Michael Jackson, Alanis Morissette) among others. 

Throughout her career, Lada has performed in international regions such as Spain, 

France, Switzerland, Netherlands, United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, 

Italy, Austria, Greece, Latvia, Finland, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Bosnia, 

Herzegovina, Montenegro, Romania, Ukraine, Slovenia, Croatia, Uruguay, Philippines, 

and the United States of America. 
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“The music of the project is surprising, alternating smartly between soft, calm moods, and 

dissonant sound environments. The compositions focus on carefully structured grooves, 

underlined with strong ostinato patterns embellished by singable melodies radiating simplicity, 

being at the same time framed in complex structures.” 

“Beyond the energy, excitement, intrigue and surprises, from the music emerges the clarity of 

pure, undeniable emotion as a guideline and a rich source of all other newborn musical ideas.“ 

“Rhythmically rich and captivating; the quintet is a multiplicity of rhythmic layers which become 

unified thanks to the precision and knowledge of the composer.” 

“The music is a painting of life, a vision of the world, a scream transcending the sounds of the 

universe.” 

“The project is full of sensibility and creativity, using the legacy of jazz and actual outgoing music 

to create its unique and modern sound 
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Contact 

MANAGEMENT 

Reno Di Matteo 
ANTEPRIMA PRODUCTIONS 

Tel. +33 1 45 08 00 00 
75017 Paris, France 

PERSONAL CONTACT 

Lada Obradović  
Web Site 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